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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This chapter consists of background study, research question, research 

objectives, research significance, and research scopes.

A. Background Study

In this modern era, using language in daily life must concern, though most of 

the group people knowing that using language, the speaker has a structure form each 

other in accordance with the background of each speaker (Clark 2006:366).

Based on the opinion of Clark, another opinion about the language appears 

from Saussure in Sukyadi (2013:3) in the French concept who explains that, there are 

three words that refer to the 'language' of parole, langage, and langue. The center 

attention of the researcher is the mean of Parole, because Parole is the expression of 

language that comes from the mind of every individual who will gradually become an 

influence for the social, which means the expression of a person when the language 

influences the way the people’s judgment when they spoke to anyone additional 

valuation by presenting politeness in speech. The contrast to langage and langue, 

both come from outside the mind of each individual which means they rely on 

language only from the social interaction that they get without having to sort the 

negative and positive again from the group of speakers.

Therefore, it can be seen while in the field of social education, not all 

educational institutes to teach lessons on how to use the language or polite words an 

utterance, should in this case be learning is most important when taking up the 
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compulsory fields. Morever this can happen, because the school has been 

influenced by the opinion that states that a people’s language is influence from the 

background of each individual. When at home, children no longer have time to pay 

attention to the important things parents teach them, because of changes in the 

influence of the environment that exist today than in the days that parents experience 

in their era. Parents always taught her daughters and son to speak a polite word to 

anyone, teacher, parents, older people, as well with her friends.

The advice is intends to let the spoken speech is her son not to cause effects 

that are not good for opponents of speech especially for her teacher. Speech one could 

result in a pleasant atmosphere and reverse speech could also bring disappointment.

Lewis in Arifin (2013:17) says that the habit will drive someone to do something, 

which means that when any individual instill good habits on herself or rather polite in 

speech said it would be a good reason why they are in talks. 

There are certain groups of speakers who make experience as a guide to their 

lives in everyday life. As is the case in a boarding school, as the researcher know that 

boarding school has more value in talking due to strengthen with the science of 

religion. As suggested by Buchori in Solahuddin (2008: 5) and Madjid in Arifin 

(2012: 8) about boarding school is an official educational that teaches about living in 

an Islamic way based on the way of life of the formely and prioritizing the way of life 

who is diligent in noble and virtuous character, one of which has been alluded to in 

the word of Allah SWT is having a noble character through the polite in speaking in 

the Verses on Al-Isra ': 23
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ا یبَۡلُ  ناًۚ إمَِّ لدَِیۡنِ إحِۡسَٰ ٓ إیَِّاهُ وَبِٱلۡوَٰ غَنَّ عِندَكَ ٱلۡكِبرََ أحََدُھمَُآ أوَۡ كِلاَھمَُا ۞وَقضََىٰ رَبُّكَ ألاََّ تعَۡبدُُوٓاْ إلاَِّ

  ٢٣فلاََ تقَلُ لَّھمَُآ أفُّٖ وَلاَ تنَۡھرَۡھمَُا وَقلُ لَّھمَُا قوَۡلاٗ كَرِیمٗا 

Translation:

“23. And your Lord has commanded that you shall not serve (any) but Him, 
and goodness to your parents. If either or both of them reach old age with you, 
say not to them (so much as) "Ugh" nor chide them, and speak to them a 
generous word.”

Al-Mubarakfuri (2011: 350) says that this Verse came, Allah SWT gives the 

testament to His servant to serve the parents. If one of them is or both of them parents 

in your care, then do not say to both of them the word "Ugh", actually "Ugh" that 

includes the words that are at least rudeness. Furthermore, do not arise from you bad 

deeds to both of them because Allah SWT order to say and behave well. The point is 

a gentle, kind, full of Adab and respect.

Sometimes children who are overly sociable, have typical behaviors and 

sayings such as "Ugh" to their peers, friends around them and will gradually be 

brought into their personal life in the home like "Ugh" or greeting other disrespectful 

to both their parents. Good behavior and decent speech have been instructed by Allah 

SWT over and over in His speech because the devotion of both parents is the attitude 

of tawadhu’ which indirectly implanted in our self. Based on the statement of Asy 

Syinqithi in Tuasikal (2009:1) says that one should be gentle and inferior, especially 

to older people, whose attitude is the words and deeds that would be a good habit for 

the speaker when communicating. Choosing to communicate courtesy in language 
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when in boarding school is not a strange thing to observe, because often trainee talk 

to many people and the existence of different types of position with the principles of 

politeness speak according to knowledge of Islamic way of life. 

Based on the hadith supporters of Al-Hilali (2008: 9) says that each level has its 

own courtesy, each level has a special Adab, which in communicating with each type 

of position is different. As the researcher observed students in boarding school of 

Ummul Mukminin, who have polite expression style using casual language in order 

to easily get good communication so that the context of polite language is never more 

a concern to students when communicating. In addition, impolite conversations often 

emerge when the students are close to each other or become good friends with each 

other, so the context of appropriate polite language suggested by Brown and Levinson 

(1987:88) in a politeness scale on why someone is politely prosecuted in speaking, 

the first because of social distance, position and strength. These three things are very 

tied to the reality that often occurs between students when communicating.

In this case, when students communicate with each other, the students prefer to 

use a language that is easy to understand to make them more familiar. Therefore, the 

students can communicate with each other well by avoiding the language that often 

create to misunderstanding, so impolite impression implies for the other person. This 

often happens by the students in daily life, who are one of the realities conversations 

that often occur inside and outside the dormitory or around the dorm. Furthermore, of

one the conversation between students when using English is not in accordance with 
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the face as wants (negative face and positive face). Furthermore, the other person is 

unable to give polite or impolite response to the speaker. 

Holmes (2000:296) defines that being polite involves speaking to people 

appropriately in the light of their relationship to us. Politeness in general tend to 

happen, because it is supported by certain demands such as social distance, position 

and fear (threat), which must be obeyed by each student when communicating. In this 

case, the face as wants of the speaker is called FTA (Face Threatening Act) to 

describe the politeness by the students, which will describe the 'politeness' used by 

the students, that means the interlocuors will be attracted to the speaker while 

maintaining the kind of faces that have politeness during interaction such as negative 

face and positive face.

In this case, Brown and Levinson (1987:313) which proposed the model of 

politeness as FTA (Face Threatening Act) which makes the politeness of the speaker 

is double that are negative politeness and positive politeness. FTA is the most 

incident experienced from the speakers who rely on self-image observe candidate to 

interlocutors as the most targets in order to have good communication  and to know 

the purpose of each other.

Therefore the researcher is interested in this research to know more which as a 

about polite expression used by the students boarding school of Ummul Mukminin 

used as a casual language with the aim to easily obtain good communication or 
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interconnected between students. Based on that statement, the researcher also 

observed that the student’s (English) polite in speaking only portrayed as a language 

style, because of the rules in the boarding school that are required to speak in addition 

to Indonesian language. Therefore, it becomes the center attention for the researcher 

because of the influence of FTA (Face Threatening Act) students  to the other person 

who create the politeness of a double nature that are negative politeness and positive 

politeness. Moreover, the researcher tries to conduct the observation through the topic 

“The use of polite expression at boarding school of Ummul Mukminin among senior 

and junior students in daily life”.

B. Research Questions 

In relation to the statement above, the researcher formulated the research 

questions as follows:

a. How are the strategies of politeness used by the students in daily 

conversation at boarding school of Ummul Mukminin?

b. What are the most strategies of politeness do the students use in daily life at 

boarding school of Ummul Mukminin? 

C. Research Objectives

Based on the statement above, the researcher concluded objectives of the 

research are below:
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a. To explained the strategies of politeness used by students in daily 

conversation at boarding school of Ummul Mukminin. 

b. To described the most strategies of politeness used by the students in daily 

life at boarding school of Ummul Mukminin. 

D. Research Significances

The benefit of this research is the researcher hopes that it can provide more 

knowledge in understanding the use of the courtesy of speaking that often appear

around us, through observation in the boarding school of Ummul Mukminin. In the 

English speaking with politeness, not only committed against older people, but also to 

everyone else. Then, it must be expressed, because indirectly polite attitude instill in 

speaking that means the people have shown mutual respect for each other. Through

the use of the courtesy of speaking from students in PPUM, readers can be argued 

directly that the role of politeness in speaking very influences to everyday life in 

certain places to communicate, not only in the boarding school.

Next, another benefit is this study will be i mportant in communicating with 

anyone and anywhere, with mutual appreciates in a speech. Based on this research, 

the purpose of the researcher to help further researcher who are interested in the 

relationships between social and related to politeness speaking in research-based 

linguistics and literature, especially students from the faculty of Adab and Humanities 

disciplines to better communicate through English or other languages.
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E. Research Scopes

This research focused on polite expressions in daily life used by students 

boarding school of Ummul Mukminin Makassar. In doing this research, the 

researcher limited the explanation about the strategies of politeness used by students 

in daily conversation and the most strategies of politeness used by the students with 

theory of politeness. Furthermore, indicators of theory politeness from Brown and 

Levinson (1987: 313) who define that, to do the FTA (Face Threatening Act) 

negative face and positive face will make the strategies of politeness such as, positive 

politeness and negative politeness.



CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Previous Studies

Relating to the topic of the thesis, there are some previous studies found by the 

researcher. There are two previous studies that discuss about politeness. From two 

previous studies, all of the data were analyzed by using Brown and Levinson’s 

theory.

Arini (2016) in her thesis, "Politeness Distinction: Terms of Address Used by 

Banjarese in Daily Life”. She found that Pian used by 15 respondents in interacting 

with parents and Ulun to describe yourself, Abah and mama which are used by 11 

respondents to say hello to their parents while the other respondents using 4 "bapak" 

and "mama", "abah" and "ibu", "papa" and "mamah", and "mama" and "papap". 

Moreover, to greet their friends, 15 respondents using I and ikam. While the honor of 

the people who stayed high as teachers and professors, or all of the respondents use, 

father, mother, and pian. All the data belong to the category of politeness by Anna 

(2008:2) includes referent of polite pronouns, titles, honorifics, nominal and verbal 

honorifics. The conclusion, there are three levels of politeness in interactions with 

parents in Banjar: the most polite; ulun and pian, impolite; ikam and aku, and most 

impolite; nyawa and unda.

Ningsih (2012) in her thesis, “An analysis of Politeness Strategies used by 

Harry Potter in J.K Rowling’s novel “Harry Potter and Sorcerer’s Stone”. She found 

that 90 data which contain politeness strategies and about 16 data that had been 
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analyzed by the writer. All the data belong to the four politeness strategies as being 

proposed by Brown and Levinson (1987:313), namely bald on record, positive 

politeness, negative politeness, and off record. The conclusion, bald on record 

strategy is used by Harry in the situation of urgency, positive politeness strategy uses 

it to people around him in order to satisfy their positive face, negative politeness 

strategy also used by Harry as he wants to satisfy the hearer’s negative face, and the 

last result is off record strategy used by Harry because he wants to be indirect and 

gives the hearer clues. Harry used those to his friends, teachers, and character around 

him.

Having compared between two researchers, above they have similarity to this 

research, since this research topic also talked about politeness. The differences from 

the first previous, that she examined the different terms of politeness used by youth 

Banjar in their daily life, using a qualitative descriptive study conduct on 15 

participants at random. Then, the second previous is the researcher described the 

politeness strategy used by Harry Potter in J. K Rowling's novel, using a qualitative 

descriptive study conducted on 90 data from the results of the comparison and 16 data 

already presented directly from the author in his novel.

In this study, the researcher conducted a study related to two previous 

researchers. The researcher differentiated by not only discussing on the context of 

politeness use, but also connected to the facial expressions while speaking and the 

language context used by the students based on theory of  politeness. The researcher 
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also used the research method of  descriptive qualitative to analyze the polite 

expression used by students based on Brown and Levinson theory (1987: 313) model 

of politeness is FTA (Face Threatening Act) concept as negative politeness, positive 

politeness and off record, which are supported by expression from a speaker that is 

students boarding school of Ummul Mukminin. The purpose of this study, not only to 

express the kinds of politeness, but also put forward the things that cause the students

to do not prioritize the politeness in communicating. 

B. Conceptual Framework 

1. Language of Communication 

Whorf (1999:125) defines language is what the cast of a people’s speech is 

where it comes from one thought, he also said that a language can affect a person 

cultural meaning that language plays a very important role in every human action. 

This statement is very concerned with the opinion of the Saussure in Sukyadi that 

expresses the concept of language in French was divided into 3 one of which Parole, 

parole is described as a language expression that is derived from the thinking of every 

individual. This can prove the researcher opinion, that the way human thinking 

affects the language that is exposed to others, because the language will be a tool to 

communicate to other people. Moilanen in Radhiah (2013:20) says that 

communication as a process by which our assign and convey meaning in an attempt 

to create shared understanding.
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Then comes the opinions of Bernstein in Atkinson (2002:125) about the 

language speakers was divided into 2 language diversity speech that is elaborated 

code (formal situation) and restricted code (universal situation). Both are 

distinguished only from how people played both, elaborated here used in formal 

situations or in academic discussion. While the restricted use in universal situations 

such as in family or between friends. Bernstein then exposes the relations between 

both the code with the membership class, which is elaborated are of limited means 

that the language to be leveled to the caller was minimal because it is tied to the 

context of formal languages are not restricted and limited due to the lack of context 

that are bound to each other except between social distance, position, and fear.

The existence of such statements, Clark (2006:366) states that in using language 

speakers make the choices of many communicative types because each speaker must 

have an agreement between two speakers, whether it deals that are the real deal and 

that is bound to a particular context as it has been expressed before. Through 

cooperation or agreement, Grice (2001:47) in the concept of pragmatic about the 

cooperative principle States that a reasonable discourse can occur if both of the 

speakers of mutually cooperative principles comply with communication, in this case 

posited four maxim Grice cooperative principles that are communicating maxim of 

quantity, the maxim of quality, the maxim of relevance, and maxims of manner.

1) Maxim of Quantity: in the speech of every conversation, speakers are 

required to donate the needed information only, and do not make a 

contribution more informative than is required.  
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Example: Students are sick of a fever.

2) Maxim of Quality: maxim requires each conversation, speakers to contribute 

information. In other words good speakers or partners said did not say 

anything that was considered wrong, and every contribution to the 

conversation should be supported by adequate evidence.  

Example: I have reviewed this student and she certainly has been suffering 

from a high fever.

3) Maxim of Relevance: maxim requires each participant contributes to 

conversations that are relevant to the issue of the talks. 

Example: 

a. Your pickup has come. 

b. Wait a minute, I'm going to the toilet first.

4) Maxim of Manner: with this maxim, the participants expected speech to talk 

directly, no blur, no taxes and no extravagance and coherently.  Example: I 

am not waiting for you, because I'm in a hurry.

From the four maxim descriptions, researcher concluded that communication is

the main weapon for mutually bound when using language with observe some 

important points, because of the relationships that are mutually bound to each speaker 

should pay attention to another matter in addition to the concept of a cooperative 

agreement in principle by Grice. Leech (2001:198) explains that the speech of a 

person can identify by conducting a follow up, by the presence of the people’s 

situation as it is easier to understand the intent of your opponent's interlocutor. Follow 
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the said person can observe good whether or not someone is talking, in this polite 

expression became the main target of the speech act in question. Yule (2000:91) 

defines a polite expression as the means use to indicate an awareness of the other 

people’s face.

Based on the above explanations, the researcher concluded that the language is 

the identity of a person when communication. Without the language of one identity 

will not be revealed for granted owing to language will rub off on its own when it has 

become the habit of everyday life (Brown in Saussure 1993:57). Relate to this 

research, senior students when communication to junior by way of speaking that is 

impolite and support from the face as wants its researcher conclude that the speakers 

are on environmental communication is not good, because the speech is to be study to 

determine the parts. Then, for language is a set of data that may arise in a society.

2. Politeness 

According to Brown and Levinson (1987:61) in social interactions every day, 

people seem to behave like public self image one of politeness, polite in speaking will 

introduce face as a speakers identity, meaning that all the speakers are interested in 

interacting continuously. When someone says something that is a threat to other 

people expectations about their self image, such action is said to be a Face 

Threatening Act (FTA). Brown and Levinson also say that the FTA there is negative 

face and positive face. 

1) Positive face: The positive and consistent image people have of themselves, 

and their desire for approval.
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Example :

A: I would advise that person to play down his music if it is late at night like 

this.

B: Yes, mom, he bugs me sleep, let alone in our house there is a baby that is 

still small.

2) Negative face: is the basic claim to the territories, personal preserves and 

right to non-distraction, with regard to the explanation of the FTA.

Example :

A: Who is playing the music of it? She is very disturbing my sleep.

B: Sorry it is me Sarah, I guess you are not above your bedroom.

Lakoff in Eeleen (2001:2) defines that politeness is a system of interpersonal 

relations designed to facilitate interaction by human interaction by minimizing, 

potential conflict and confrontation inherent in all human interchange. In 

communication, politeness can be defined as the means to show awareness of another 

person’s face. Face means public self-image of person. It refers to that emotional and 

social sense of self that every person has and expects everyone else to recognize. 

Leech in Jamet and Jober (2013:126) deals with politeness as part of 

“interpersonal rhetoric”. Building upon Grice, he claims that politeness, which is, 

with cooperation, necessary to ensure that communication will be successful, 

involves aviolation of Grice’s conversational maxims of achieving maximally 

efficient communication. Leech introduces his politeness principle and argues that 

this principle is just important as the cooperative principle. While the purpose of 
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cooperative principle is to regulate what their says that the communication can most 

efficiently reach a given illocutionary or discoursal goal, the politeness principle 

maintains social balance and friendly relations, which contributes to enhancing 

cooperative and thus provides a stable and suitable environment for effective 

discourse. Leech (2007:64) proposes the following maxims of his politeness 

principle:

1. Tact Maxim

a. Minimize cost to other

b. Maximize benefit to other

Example: 

A: Can I sponge off something else?

B: Hmm, Yes I do.

2. Generosity Maxim 

a. Minimize benefit to self

b. Maximize cost to self 

Example:

A: I want this book, but my money is not enough to buy it. Can you lend me 

some money?

B: Yeah, you can use my money first and the book that I want, can I buy 

another time.

3. Approbation Maxim

a. Minimize dispraise of other
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b. Maximize praise of other

Example:

A: I think your voice is now getting good, and the selection of songs was also 

balanced with your voice.

B: Oh yeah, thank you very much Sir.

4. Humility Maxim

a. Minimize praise of self 

b. Maximize dispraise of self

Example:

“I do not mind walking today, you better take him first”.

5. Agreement Maxim

a. Minimize disagreement between self and other

b. Maximize agreement between self and other

Example: 

A: Ani, tomorrow I waited for you in yesterday's place.

B: Oh yeah, I will come after my subjects processed is finish.

6. Sympathy Maxim

a. Minimize antipathy between self and other

b. Maximize sympathy between self and other

Example: 

A: After this work is done, I will take you to the hospital so that your wound 

does not get worse.
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B: Thanks in advance, sorry to make you very busy.

Like Lakoff and Leech, Brown and Levinson in Fialova (2010:14) in the most 

influential politeness theory, describe politeness in term of conflict avoidance. Their 

theory is based on the concept of “face”, which consists of two aspects: negative face 

and positive face. 
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In the explanation of "face" Brown and Levinson (1987:322) explained there are several strategies in doing FTAs are positive 

politeness, negative politeness, bald on record, and off record the following sections kinds strategies of politeness such as:

Positive Politeness Negative Politeness Off Record Bald on Record

o Notice, attend to H 

(his/her interest, wants, 

needs, goods)

o Exaggerate (interest, 

approval, sympathy 

with H)

o Intensify interest to H

o Use in-group identity 

markers

o Seek agreement

o Avoid disagreement

o Be direct/ 

conventionally 

indirect

o Question, hedge

o Be pessimistic

o Minimize the size 

of imposition on H

o Give difference

o Apologize

o Impersonalise S 

and H: avoid 

o Give hints/clues

o Give association 

clues

o Presuppose

o Understate

o Over state

o Use tautologies

o Use contradictions

o Be ironic

o Use metaphors

o Use contradictions

o Great urgency or desperation

o Watch out!

o Speaking as if great efficiency is 

necessary

o Pass me the hammer

o Little or no desire to maintain 

someone’s face

o Don’t forget to clean the blinds!

o Doing the FTA is in the interest 

of the hearer

o Your headlights are on!

19
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o Presuppose/raise/assert 

common ground

o Joke

o Assert or presuppose 

S’s knowledge of and 

concern for H’s wants

o Offer, promise

o Be optimistic

o Include both S and H in 

the activity

o Give (or ask for) 

reasons

o Assume or assert 

reciprocity

pronouns ‘I’ and 

‘you’

o State the FTA as a 

general rule

o Nominalize

o Go on record as 

incurring a debt, or 

as not indebting H

o Be ironic

o Be ambiguous

o Be vague

o Over-generalise

o Displace H

o Be incomplete, use 

ellipsis

Task-oriented

20
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o Give gifts to H (goods, 

sympathy, 

understanding, 

cooperation)

( S= Speaker, H=Hearer and A=Action)

Brown and Levinson (1987:318) explained that the factors influencing the choice strategies:

”In this section that any rational speaker will tend to choose the same strategy of the genus in the same condition that is, make 

the same steps like others have done in a situation like this”

Based on that opinion, the strategies will appear in each conversation will make a profit and a loss for S's and H's. In this case a 

person's facial expression will make politeness double as negative politeness, positive politeness, bald on record, and off record. In 

the strategies section, the researchers conclude the notion of bald on record (language directly between H's and S's) and off record 

(language indirectly between H's and S's).

21
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The researcher concludes that politeness is the ethics of speech of someone who 

can be judged from the face as wants, because when opposing speakers communicate 

with each other or talk had the courtesy of speaking style as well as positive and 

negative face causing a politeness that is double i.e. politeness, positive politeness 

negative. In this case the speaker negative face and negative politeness tends to be 

played by someone who is capable of giving threats like social distance, position, and 

fear. Whereas a positive face and positive politeness tends to be portrayed by 

speakers who have a base of higher truth in a topic of discussion in communicating 

(Brown in Mills 2003:6).

3. History of Ummul Mukminin Boarding School 

In 1 Muharram with a date 8 October 1983, wakaf exchange of Boarding 

School of Ummul Mukminin was held, the heirs represented by Drs. H. Muh. Yusuf 

Kalla while the head of region 'Aisyiyah South Sulawesi' represented by  Hj.St. 

Musawarah Musa, S.H, M.S. who was also chairman of 'Aisyiyah' at that time. The 

event was witnessed by members of the regional leadership of 'Aisyiyah Sul-Sel', the 

heirs of the deceased Hj. Athirah Kalla, regional head of Muhammadiyah, district 

head of Biringkanaya and several other invites.

In 1984, the head of the 'Aisyiyah Sul-Sel' region appoint and arrange the 

boarding school committee on the wakaf land, the construction of a boarding school 

of Ummul Mukminin Aisyiyah of Sul-Sel. In 1987, the boarding school of Ummul 

Mukminin officially began accepting new students with a total of 17 people. Then, in 

2015 the head of Aisyiyah Sul-Sel region purchase ±1 Ha for expansion of boarding 
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school and at the same time the heirs of Hj. Athirah Kalla extended family again 

menghibahkan ±2900 M square for the construction of the students dormitory. Now 

the boarding school has 7 Ha land area, with the total of 1326 students from various 

islands in Indonesia.

In the Boarding School of Ummul Mukminin has a principle in the 

development of students in their daily life to achieve the vision, mission, goals and 

competencies of graduates who should be the attitude and behavior of the manager 

and santri coaching, examplery (Al-Qudwah), habituation (Al-Adah), advice (An-

Nasihat), trust (Bi-Al Iman), supervision (Bi-Al Nadhar), apreciation, sanction, and 

Do’a. Based on these principles, the boarding school of ummul mukminin has a very 

supportive aspect of appreciation for the santri, part of the aspects of santri coaching 

as follows:

1. Devotion

Each santri is guided and nurtured to be a soulful, mukmin, mukhsin and 

muttaqin full perfect personality, devoted to worship, doing charity in accordance 

with Islamic teachings in accordance with the beliefs of Persyarikatan 

Muhammadiyah to give birth to the following attitudes:

a) To instill the belief and teachings of true Tauhid so as to give sincere and 

tawadhu.

b) Akhlakul Karimah, attitude and behavior of friendly, courteous, polite 

and exemplary uswah khasanah will encourage the creation of harmony 

within the boarding school environment.
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c) cultivate worship mahdhah in congregation, practice nawafi and charity 

sholeh so santri will have a clean soul.

2. Intellectuality

Coaching of knowledge in the form of guidance to students in order to have 

academic ability, intellect and skill in accordance with the talents and interests of the 

santri.

a) Development of talents and interests of santri in certain subjects 

according to world education standards.

b) Coaching, development and mastery of language Arabic and English.

3. Independence

a) Students are guided to know their potential, interests and talents.

b) Students are guided to manage daily activities, both personal and 

togetherness through special training and training.

c) Students are guided to have a discipline attitude, firm, straightforward, 

open and responsible.

d) Students are guided in running a healthy lifestyle and practice living 

together and love the environment.

4. Pioneering

As a candidate for cadres and leaders it is necessary pioneering attitude in 

each santri so that will born santri culture among others:

a) Depth of thought, methodological, innovative, and transformative critical 

spirit.
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b) Fastabiqul Khairat is supported with a sense of sincerity and 

responsibility in every action and deed.

c) Applying the values and behavior of the teachings of Islam Rahmatan Lil 

Alamin that bring benefits to nature and humanity.

As a santri to be fostered they must have the spirit of Amar Ma'ruf nahi 

munkar, in upholding Islam and perform its function as khalifah fil ard and equipped 

with various skills of lead and organize well through organization santri exist, that is, 

Ikatan Pelajar Muhammadiyah (IPM), Hizbul Wathan (HW), Tapak Suci, kader of 

Health, and Organization of other santri within the scope of the boarding school.

Based on a short history of boarding school of Ummul Mukminin, the 

researcher suggested that since the establishment of the boarding school, the people in 

there have been awarded a coaching that will give birth to students who have noble 

character and virtuous character, one of them is politeness in speaking which relates

to the object of this study.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter consists of research method, data sources, instrument of the research, 

data collection procedure, and data analysis technique.

A. Research Methods

In this research, the researcher used a qualitative descriptive of Fraenkel & 

Norman (2005:483) who define that descriptive qualitative method is a technique that 

allows the researcher to analyzed human behavior indirectly, through the analysis of 

communication both written and oral experiences that is one of the ingredients of the 

image (picture of the video documentation).

The researcher used this method to make easy describe the polite expression 

used by students Boarding School of Ummul Mukminin. The descriptive qualitative

as the provider first to be able for getting the results. The advantages of this research 

method are structured. Without have to do the analysis in writing, it can be obtained 

data more, especially in the form of oral expression, this research connected the data 

in the form of record conversation student’s polite expression. 

B. Data Sources

The researcher took the data from student’s polite expressions (English) in daily 

life. Furthermore, the valid data were taken from six dormitory in boarding school of 

Ummul Mukminin Makassar in Perintis street km17. This research applied the 

purposive sampling in obtained the data. The researcher choosed the six dormitory,

because in the dorm there are students who fit the criteria in the scale of politeness 
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that are social distance and position (position of the cottage organization). The 

researcher, took the data from students who used a polite expression when 

communicated around the dormitory which often appear with a polite and impolite 

conversation, such as in the kitchen, in dormitories, dormitory corridors, cafeteria 

dormitories and the Mosque of boarding school. This research conducted for five 

days, when the English week schedule because, in this boarding has a rule of 2 

languages sytem, there were English and Arabic language, which is done alternately 

from week to week. 

C. Research Instrument 

In this research, the researcher used the instrument such as observation sheet, 

based on defined of Young in Indrawati (2001:2). In this case, observation sheet is 

used as steps of observation from the formulation of the problem question until the 

conceptual framework to describe the behavior of the object to study and then the 

researcher found the true conversations of the students in certain environments such 

as in their family. Based on these instrument, the researcher accurated the data 

obtained with the tape recorder tool to recorded the student's politeness conversations.

D. Data Collection Procedures

Based on descriptive qualitative research, the researcher put forward the 

utterance to find the answer to the research question by using her knowledge, the 

researcher performed several stages of data collection, as follows:

a. Visited and stayed in the boarding school of Ummul Mukminin.

b. Prepared the observation sheets as steps observations and as the control card.
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c. Recorded the polite expression conversation used by students boarding 

school of Ummul Mukminin.

d. Observed the most strategies of politeness used by students boarding school 

of Ummul Mukminin.

E. Data Analysis Technique

Having collecting the data, the researcher arranged the data obtained from the 

polite expressions used by students, based on the concept of politeness FTAs from 

Brown and Levinson (1978: 313) define that positive politeness and negative

politeness. Positive politeness that suggested of politeness that emphasizes the benefit

of others compared oneself and negative politeness that puts more importance oneself 

benefit than others or the other person in a conversation between students. Then, the 

last is to make a conclusion about the strategies of politeness used by in conversation

and the most strategies of politeness used by the students in daily conversation. 
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CHAPTER IV

FINDING AND DISCUSSION

This chapter was divided into two parts, they were findings and discussion. The 

researcher would like to present the results about politenes based on theory of Brown 

and Levinson (1987:313) state there are strategies of politeness that were, positive 

politeness, negative politenes, bald on record and off record strategies. Furthermore, 

the researcher focused on strategy politeness that are common in their daily life, that 

are positive politeness and negative politenes strategy in daily conversation used by 

students boarding school of Ummul Mukminin Makassar. The function of this 

strategies was to describe the most strategies of politeness used by students. Then, the 

findings was related the results of recorded the conversation students in daily life and

the discussion is related to the results of the analysis findings, then determines the 

most strategies of politeness, based on 15 strategies of positive politeness and 10

strategies of negative politeness by Brown and Levinson’s theory (1987: 322).

A. FINDINGS

Based on the data analysis this research revealed only  positive and negative 

politeness strategies, while bald-on record and off record strategies were not used by 

the students at boarding school of Ummul Mukminin Makassar. The researcher found 

some strategies of positive and negative politeness, there were 45 conversation in the 

following quotation which were showed 52 positive politeness strategies and 28 

negative politeness strategies. 
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The researcher observed the data with the dominant places for the emergence of 

positive politeness and negative politeness conversations between students, there 

were 10 places where the conversations was happened, that were  in the cafetaria, in 

bed room, in dormitory, in corridor, in classroom, in the hall, in the mosque, in the 

kitchen, in cooperation and in information room. To understand the data obtained, the 

reseracher presented explanation that St is strategy, S is speaker, H is hearer, D is 

datum and FTA is face threateaning act. In this part, the researcher answered the 

questions based on theory politeness of Brown and Levinson (1987: 313), that were 

criteria of positive and negative politeness, as followed:

1. Symbol of positive politeness strategies:

a. St-1    : Notice, attend to H (his interest, need and want)

b. St-2    : Exaggerate (interest, approval, sympathy with H)

c. St-3    : Intesify interest to H

d. St-4    : Use solidarity in-group identity markers

e. St-5     : Seek agreement

f. St-6     : Avoid disagreement

g. St-7   : Presuppose/raise/common ground

h. St-8    : Joke

i. St-9     : Be optimistic

j. St-10   : Include both S and H in activity

k. St-11  : Give (or ask for) reasons 

l. St-12   : Give gifts to H
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m. St-13 : Assure or assert reciprocity

n.  St-14 : Assert or presuppose S’s knowledge of and concern for H’s wants 

o.  St-15 : Offer, promise

2. Symbol of negative politeness strategy:

a. St-1   : Be direct/ conventionally indirect

b. St-2   : Questions, hedge

c. St-3   : Be pessimistic

d. St-4   : Minimize the size of imposition on H

e. St-5   : Give difference

f. St-6   : Apologize

g. St-7  : Impersonalize S and H: avoid pronouns ‘I’ and ‘You’

h. St-8  : State the FTA as a general rule

i. St-9   : Nominals

j. St-10 : Go on record as incurring a debt or as not indebting H

1) Positive Politeness Strategy by Students in Daily Conversation

  In this section, the researcher arranged the data based on 15 strategy of 

positive politeness, as followed: 

a) St-1

Extract 1: Talking about Dita

S1: Weh, yesterday sister Dita gave me a smile

S2: Really? I don’t believe (laugh)

S3: Ky, do you really admire sister Dita kah?
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S1: Yes, sure I’am. Moreover, she is very beautiful and very kind to everyone 

tawwa.

This conversation was taken on November 19th 2017 (1st day) at 13.45 in the 

cafetaria. The conversation was spoken by the speaker who conviced to the hearer

about her admiration for the senior she was telling.

Extract 2: Talking about competition

S1: I hear from your roomate, tomorrow you will be out dorm again, right?

S2: Yes, tomorrow I will go to UIN for OLDAK (Olimpiade Dakwah) 

competition.

S3: Tawwana, again? Fighting weh, you can do it sister!

This conversation was taken on November 21st  2017 (3rd day) at 14.27 in the 

room information. The conversation was utter from the Speker 3 to Speaker 2, that 

will give more spirit to the hearer to live the competition well.

b) St-2

Extract 3: Talking about miss Darna approval

S1: What if the clears the dorms replaced? Because, our friends have many 

who do not their job gang.

S2: I agree with you, especially if you ask miss Darna approval first?

S3: Yes di’, because miss Darna always agree with our idea ji.

This conversation was taken on November 19th 2017 (1st  day) at 14.28 in the

dormitory. The conversation was spoken by the speaker gives an exaggerate
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statement to the hearer of the situation , she observes about the responbilities of the

picket schedule that has not been prioritized by her friends.

Extract 4: Talking about the carve of slippers

S1: Where is my slipper weh pit?

S2: Where did you keep it?

S3: Deh, it is new tawwa.

S1: There is mi.

S2: Wets, your slipper is cool weh, who carved them?

S1: Thank you, but I have to pay gang, to get a nice carving.

This conversation was taken on November 19th 2017 (3rd day) at 16.11 in the

kitchen. The conversation was utter from the speaker to the hearer as a compliment to

her attraction to the hearer’s slippers.

Extract 5: Talking about Ika

S1: How is this, Ika not yet able to meet sistes Sulis.

S2: How about if you say to sister Sulis if Ika sicking, so cannot meet with her.

S3: I agree with your idea Rachel.

S1: Okay, I will do it, wait here for a while.

This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 15.15 in the

room information. The conversation was utter by the speaker interest in the opinion

of the speaker to the hearer.

Extract 6: Talking about Ompreng (stainless plate) 
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S1: Who wants to go eat nah? 

S2: I want, but before going to eat, I want to stop in the canteen first.

S3: Me too, I want to buy ompreng.

S4: Do you want to buy ompreng too kah?

S3: Yes gang, because I lost my ompreng yesterday.

This conversation was taken November 22nd 2017 (4th day) at 16.49 in the

cafetaria. The conversation was utter by the speaker exaggerating to the hearer when

communicating.

Extract 7: Talking about the veil

S1: Weh, the division the Muhadharah group already up in classroom.

S2: Sister, we are the same group again (laugh). 

S3: Really? Deh I’am happy.

S4: Weh, I think both of you are often in the same group toh?

This conversation was taken on November 23rd 2017 (5th day) at 14.32 in the 

bedroom. The conversation was told by the speaker give a exaggerating to the hearer 

when the speaker wants to be confirm the situation.

Extract 8: Talking about father’s students have the same style

S1: Weh, where do you from? Is that your father?

S2: Yes, that’s my father.

S3: I see, the way your father dressed and my dad are almost the same.

S2: (laugh) Yes, the way he dresses like that makes him look younger weh. 
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This conversation was taken on November 23rd 2017 (5th day) at 16.48 in the 

bedroom. The conversation was told by the speaker give a exaggerating to the hearer, 

that the speaker wants to ensure her opinion.

Extract 9: Talking about the competition

S1: The writing part of tomorrow has started!

S2: Deh, the theme of the poem still the same theme kah?

S1: It seems so.

S3: Because we are classmates, so we must be campact and be the winner 

weh! 

S1: Yes, because I see the other classes prepare well gang.

This conversation was taken on November 21st 2017 (3rd day) at 18.33 in the 

classroom when Mufradath is going. The conversation was utter by the speaker give a 

exaggerating the statement to the hearer.

Extract 10: Talking about the soap

S1: You also use the soap? I also use it, very good toh?

S2: Yes I use it, because it fits with my skin.

S3: If your skin is dry, it must fits.

This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 15.08 in the 

cooperation. The conversation was told by the speaker when the speaker confirm her 

statement about the soap.

c) St-3

Extract 11: Talking about violation of students
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S1: Where are your socks sister?

S2: Sorry sister, my socks have not dried, because the rain last night.

S3: OMG (oh my God), you can buy ji back at the cooperation sister.

S4: Sister, tomorrow you have to attend the Mahkamah, for this mistake.

This conversation was taken on November 22nd 2017 (4th day) at 16.43 in the 

dormitory. The conversation was told by the speaker gives a warning statement to 

the hearer broke the rules.

Extract 12: Talking about vocabulary

S1: Who has memorized the vocabulary yesterday? 

S2: Who want to memorize in here nah!

S3: Me sister.

S2: Please, start it!

S3: Glass (kaca), clock (jam), car (mobil), motorcycle (motor), rok (tshirt).

S2: Tshirt (baju), and (rok) is skirt. Oke done!

S1: I will check back tomorrow nah!

S3: Yes sister.

This conversation was taken on November 19th 2017 (1st day) at 19.18 in the 

classroom (mufradath time). The conversation was utter by the speaker intensifies her 

speech to the hearer, so the hearer can fix the error.

d) St-4

Extract 13: Talking about the veil

S1: Weh, the division the Muhadharah group already up in classroom.
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S2: Sister, we are the same group again (laugh). 

S3: Reaally? Deh I’am happy.

S4: Weh, I think both of you are often in the same group toh?

This conversation was taken on November 23rd 2017 (5th day) at 14.32 in the 

bedroom. The conversation was spoken by the speaker and the hearer have a common 

background from those speaker.

Extract 14: Talking about the competition

S1: The writing part of tomorrow has started!

S2: Deh, the theme of the poem still the same theme kah?

S1: It seems so.

S3: Because we are classmates, so we must be campact and be the winner 

weh!

S1: Yes, because I see the other classes prepare well gang.

This conversation was taken on November 21st 2017 (3rd day) at 18.33 in the 

classroom (study night time). The conversation was utter by the speaker gives the 

expression to the hearer’s as a support, so that her friends become more enthusiastic 

with the competition. 

Extract 15: Talking about the same soap

S1: You also use the soap? I also use it, very good toh?

S2: Yes I use it, because it fits with my skin.

S3: If your skin is dry, it must fits.
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This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 15.08 in the 

cooperation. The conversation was told by the speaker give the impression, that the 

hearer has something in common with it.

e) St-5

Extract 16: Talking about the veil

S1: Do you think, which veil is good for tonight?

S2: What is we exchange? Because, I dont have that colors.

S1: I agree, come on mi. It’s a good idea.

This convcersation was taken on the November 19th 2017 (1st day) at 16.32 in 

the bedroom. The conversation was told by the speaker gives approval for the advice 

that the hearer has spoken to her.

Extract 17: Talking about memorizing the Holy Qur’an

S1: Your memorization has arrived where?

S2: Already to Surah At-Tin sister.

S3: Please memorize first sister.

S2: (Surah At-Tin)

S4: What if tomorrow you repeat it? Because, today has not been smooth and

there are many wrong Tajwid.

S2: Oh yes sister, thank you.

S3: Who is the next?
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This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 16.18 in the

Mosque. The conversation was told by the speaker to the hearer, that she approves

this advice gives.

Extract 18: Talking about the holy Qur’an

S1: Your memorization has arrived where?

S2: Already to Surah At-Tin sister.

S3: Please memorize first sister.

S2: (Surah At-Tin)

S4: What if tomorrow you repeat it? Because, today has not been smooth and

there are many wrong Tajwid.

S2: Oh yes sister, thank you.

S3: Who is the next?

This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 16.18 in the

mosque of boarding school. The conversation was told by the speaker about seeking

agreement with confirm the statement to the hearer.

Extract 19: Talking about Ika

S1: How is this, Ika not yet able to meet sistes Sulis.

S2: How about if you say to sister Sulis if Ika sicking, so cannot meet with

her.

S3: I agree with your idea Rachel.

S1: Okay, I will do it, wait here for a while.
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This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 15.15 in the

room information. The conversation was utter by the speaker about the seeking

agreement to the hearer when they wants to convey something to the senior.

Extract 20: Talking about entrust something

S1: Sister, sister, come here please!

S2: Yes sister? What happen?

S3: I want to entrust coca cola in cooperation, can I?

S2: Yes sister, but sorry, coca cola was empty in kope’ (cooperation).

S3: Oh okay, thanks pae.

This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 14.26 in the

dormitory. The conversation was told by the speaker about entrus the drink to the

hearer when the hearer stay in her dorm.

f) St-6

Extract 21: Talking about Muhadarah

S1: How did memorization in your class last night?

S2: Dissapointing, as many still have not memorized the text of speech.

S3: In my class also like that, but there is one student who memorize almost

perfect.

S4: (laugh) If I, last night there were three students, who could be punished

around the whole class.

S5: And as you know, ciko the concern is the fans of Jihan.

S3: We better talk about it again in the dorm after Magrib,okay?
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S2: Okay pae.

This conversation was taken on November 20th 2018 (2nd day) at 17.59. The

conversation was utter by the speaker gives a statement that must force himself to

approve the advice of the hearer.

Extract 22: Talking about chess competition

S1: Excusme sister, that is my stuff hmm.

S2: Oh yeah, please take it. By the way, tomorrow is chess competition,

convey to your friends, to get ready after Dzuhur, so dont late with others.

S1: Oh yes sister, I will deliver it.

This conversation was taken on November 19th 2017 (1st day) at 14.28 in the

cooperation. The conversation was utter by the speaker that gives the impression of

approval of the message that the hearer entrusted to her.

g) St-7

Extract 23: Talking Fathers have the same style

S1: Weh, where do you from? Is that your father?

S2: Yes, that’s my father.

S3: I see, the way your father dressed and my dad are almost the same.

S2: (laugh) Yes, the way he dresses like that makes him look younger weh. 

This conversation was taken on November 23rd 2017 (5th day) at 16.48 in the

bedroom. The conversation was spoken by the speaker about the common ground

(way of dressing) with the hearer’s father.

h) St-8
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Extract 24: Talking about joking

S1: Sister, where is my veil in here?

S2: Hah? There is not kah? In fact, I keep it in your bed gang.

S1: Just kidding, there is ji (laugh). 

This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 14.36 in the 

corridor of dorn. The conversation was spoken by the speaker give a joking to the 

hearer in order to be able take over the hearer’s attention in communicating.

Extract 25: Talking about joking 

S1: Edd, you are so long time deh!

S2: If you longtime, we will leave you alone nah.

S3: Ih no! Wait,stay a while gang.

S2: Hurry up pae (laugh).  

This conversation was taken on November 19th 2017 (1st day) at 19.33 in the 

classroom (Mufradat time). The conversation was utter by the speaker gives a joke to 

the hearer, to do her work even more quickly.

i) St-9

Extract 26: Talking about the print book

S1: Citra, can I borrow your sociology print book?

S2: Wihh, I forgot at home sister (panic)

S1: Okay, thanks. So tonight you want to study with whom?

S3: Edd, if not me, maybe she studied with Nuris ji.
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S2: (laugh) I’am sure, tomorrow my father will came back to bring my book 

ji.

S1: Tawwana, so lets go to Mufradat.

This conversation was taken on November 23rd 2017 (5th day) at 19.09 in the 

dormitory. The conversation was told by the speaker is conviced that the book will be 

coming tomorroow, so she will not have to worry anymore.

Extract 27: Talking about preparation the competition

S1: Weh Alhamdulillah, tomorrow I will go to the math competent.

S2: Tawwana, can I put fried rice in Ratu Sari (laugh)

S1: InsyaaAllah.

S3: Are you ready for tomorrow nah?

S1: Yes, InsyaaAllah I will be the winner!

This conversation was taken on November 21st 2017 (3rd day) at 13.11 in the 

Mosque. The conversation was utter by the speaker as a form optimisme to become 

the champion of the competition.

Extract 28: Talking about the examination

S1: Ina, have you studied for exam today?

S2: Yes, but there are some materials that I have not memorize, I am afraid

my exam will be bad gang.

S3: Weh, you have learned, so you dont be afraid, keep it optimis. Why you

still afraid deh?

S2: Yes, okay, I’m fine.
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This conversation was taken on November 22nd 2017 (3rd day) at 20.22 in the 

bedroom. The conversation was told by the speaker about the optimistic the speaker 

to the competition with the hearer.

Extract 29: Talking about the rules

S1: I’am not sure weh, because this rule will not be follow with our friends.

S2: Yes, because every rule made, our friends not all can accept it.

S3: But if we do step by step, I am sure we will be able to follow indirectly.

S2: Yes di’, okay I am agree with it.

This conversation was taken on November 21st 2017 (3rd day) at 13.01 in the

mosque of boarding school. The conversation was told by the speaker, that the

speaker giving a statement optimistic about the rules can accept from the students.

j) St-10

Extract 30: Talking about Ompreng (stainless plate)

S1: Who wants to go eat nah?

S2: I want, but before going to eat, I want to stop in the canteen first.

S3: Me too, I want to buy ompreng.

S4: Do you want to buy ompreng too kah?

S3: Yes gang, because I lost my ompreng yesterday.

This conversation was taken on November 22nd 2017 (4th day) at 16.49 in the 

cafetaria. The conversation was spoken by the speaker gives an invitation to the 

hearer, therefore the speaker and the hearer were on the same activity.

k) St-11
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Extract 31: Talking about entrust something to

S1: (Calling to our sister, Siti Febrianti Saputri, from the second class, please 

meet your family in room information now. Thanks!)

S2: Weh putri, your family! Because you will come out, I want to entrust to 

buy something in the cooperation nah.

S3: Edd, Yes. Hurry up! Because, I dont want my mother to wait long time. 

This conversation was taken on November 23rd 2017 (5th day) at 15.08 in the 

corridor of dorm. The conversation was utter by the speaker that she does not 

wholeheartedly help the hearer, so she gives an excuse not wanting if her visitor wait 

so long time.

Extract 32: Talking about ask for help

S1: Weh, mom Baridah is come mi!

S2: Are you sure? Wait me pae.

S3: Wait a minute weh, do you want to help me nah?

S2: Duh, sorry I cannot, because I have to hurry, my teacher is come.

This conversation was taken on November 22nd 2017 (4th day) at 20.19 in the 

hall of boarding school. The conversation was utter by the speaker that she should 

prioritize he initial affairs.

Extract 33: Talking about violation of students

S1: Where are your socks sister?

S2: Sorry sister, my socks have not dried, because the rain last night.

S3: OMG (oh my God), you can buy ji back at the cooperation sister.
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S4: Sister, tomorrow you have to attend the Mahkamah, for this mistake.

This conversation was taken on November 22nd 2017 (4th 2017) at 16.43 in the 

dormitory. The conversation was told by the speaker when the speaker giving a 

reason to the hearer about the socks have not dried.

Extract 34: Talking about the menu

S1: Weh, what is the food tonight?

S2: Hm, today is 21st , so the food is meetballs.

S1: Who wants mine and exchange them with eggs?

S3: I’am, because I dont like white eggs.

This conversation was taken on November 21st 2017 (3rd day) at 13.23 in the 

kitchen. The conversation was told by the speaker when she giving a reason the the 

hearer about the white eggs his do not like.

Extract 35: Talking about the carve of slippers

S1: Where is my slipper weh pit?

S2: Where did you keep it?

S3: Deh, it is new tawwa.

S1: There is mi.

S2: Wets, your slipper is cool weh, who carved them?

S1: Thank you, but I have to pay gang, to get a nice carving.

This conversation was taken on November 21st 2017 (3rd day) at 16.11 in the 

kitchen. The conversation was told by the speaker, when she giving a reason to the 

hearer about the reason of she get the nice carve.
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Extract 36: Talking about telephone

S1: (a shout) Did anyone want to call nah? Hurry up, because mam Ati will

come out.

S2: I want.

S3: Sister, you call your mother first, because I forgot my father’s number.

S2: Okay mi, thanks.

This conversation was taken on November 19th November 2017 (1st day) at 

16.06 in the corridor. The conversation was told by the speaker giving a reason about 

the father’s number to the hearer.

Extract 37: Talking about the rules

S1: I’am not sure weh, because this rule will not be follow with our friends.

S2: Yes, because every rule made, our friends not all can accept it.

S3: But if we do step by step, I am sure we will be able to follow indirectly.

S2: Yes di’, okay I am agree with it.

This conversation was taken on November 21st 2017 (3rd day) at 13.01 in the 

mosque of boarding school. The conversation was told by the speaker giving a reason 

to the hearer about the reason of the rules made can accept to all students.

Extract 38: Talking about the gifts

S1: Sister, this is gift to you, take it!

S2: OMG (oh my God), when my birhday is pas a few days sister.

S1: (laugh) Dont be seen from the price nah, because this item is only

purchased from the cooperation ji.
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S2: Deh, no problem sister, thanks a lot.

This conversation was taken on November 19th 2017 (1st day) at 20.25 in the 

room information. The conversation was told by the speaker about the reason of the 

gift giving to the hearer.

l) St-12

Extract 39: Talking about gifts

S1: Weh, hurry up to give it to her.

S2: Yes, because I was so very hungry eh!

S3: Sister, this chocolate for you, you must eat it!

S4: Thanks you sister, after I was in the dorm, I would eat it.

This conversation was taken on November 19th 2017 (1st day) at 16.33 in the 

hall of boarding school. The conversation was spoken by the spekaer gives the reward 

to the hearer, as a form of intimacy both.

Extract 40: Talking about Ompreng

(stainless plate) 

S1: Who wants to go eat nah? 

S2: I want, but before going to eat, I want to stop in the canteen first.

S3: Me too, I want to buy ompreng.

S4: Do you want to buy ompreng too kah?

S3: Yes gang, because I lost my ompreng yesterday. 
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This conversation was taken on November on 22nd 2017 (4th day) at 16.49 in the 

cafetaria. The conversation was told by the speaker giving sympathy word to the 

hearer.

m) St-13

Extract 41: Talking about the homework

S1: Edd, the task this time from mom Daula very much, I am not sure can 

finish it tonight.

S2: Luckily, I have been working in it since yesterday, Alhamdulilah.

S3: Tawwana, I have not yet finishing too.

S1: Atul, help me first weh, if you help me do my homework, I will help you 

to ask sister Fika to give her photos. 

S2: Okay, are you sure?

S1: Yes (laugh).

This conversation was taken on November 19th 2017 (1st day) at 18.39 in the 

corridor of dorm. The conversation was utter by the speaker gives a mutual help, so 

that the hearer and the speaker get a balanced profit.

Extract 42: Talking about the visitors

S1: Yess, finally my mother is come weh.

S2: Ca’, can I join?

S1: Do you want to accompany me to meet my family?

S2: Yes, because I want to contact my mother on your mother’s phone.

S1: Oh, okay hurry up.
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This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 16.05 in the

hall of boarding school. The conversation was utter by the speaker and the hearer

affirm that they will help each other to getting mutual benefits.

Extract 43: Talking about the veil

S1: Does anyone want to lend me a veil red tonight?

S2: Please borrow my veil, because tonight I will not wear that color, but

please help me bring my groceries nah?

S1: Okay, thanks before nah.

This conversation was taken on November 22nd 2017 (4th day) at 14.00 in the

cooperation. The conversation was spoken by the speaker intends to help each other

to the hearer.

n) St-14

Extract 44: Talking about accidental encounter

S1: OMG (oh my God), why are you here sister? When I want to go to your

dormitory.

S2: Yes sister, I dont want to trouble you.

S1: This is your book sister, sorry for late return it nah. 

This conversation was taken on November 23rd 2017 (5th day) at 16.33 in the 

cafetaria. The conversation was spoken by the speaker confirmed that she had just 

wanted to approach the hearer.

Extract 45: Talking about the stuff

S1: And I just wanted to buy it too weh.
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S2: Then, how elese I have bought it?

S1: No problemji, I wil change your money in the dorm.

This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 17.03 in the

kitchen. The conversation was told by the speaker gives an equality of knowledge

with the hearer with the stuff will be bought.

Extract 46: Talking about an accidental encounter

S1: OMG (oh my God), why are you here sister? When I want to go to your 

dormitory.

S2: Yes sister, I dont want to trouble you.

S1: This is your book sister, sorry for late return it nah. 

This conversation was taken on November 23rd 2017 (5th day) at 16.33 in the

cafetaria. The conversation was told by the speaker gives asserting reciprocity to the

hearer.

o) St-15

Extract 47: Talking about the menu

S1: Weh, what is the food tonight?

S2: Hm, today is 21st , so the food is meetballs.

S1: Who wants mine and exchange them with eggs?

S3: I’am, because I dont like white eggs.

This conversation was taken on November 21st 2017 (3rd day) at 13.23 in the 

kitchen. The conversation was told by the speaker when she offering the food to the 

the hearer, so the speaker giving the utterance of offering something.
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Extract 48: Talking about basketballs extractcurricular

S1: (Submitted, to all students who wants to follow basketball ekskul to

immediately report to the secretariat of IPM (muhammadiyah student

association) now!).

S2: Do you want to join nah?

S3: Come on deh.

This conversation was taken on November 23rd 2017 (5th day) at 16.07 in the

room information. The conversation was told by the speaker offers something about

the activities of the cottage to all students (hearer).

Extract 49: Talking about the veil

S1: Do you think, which veil is good for tonight?

S2: What is we exchange? Because, I dont have that colors.

S1: I agree, come on mi. It’s a good idea. 

This conversation was taken on November 19th 2017 (1st day) at 16.32 in the 

bedroom. The conversation was told by the speaker give a offering to the hearer when 

they wants to exchange the veil.

Extract 50: Talking about Miss Darna

S1: What if the picket schedule clears the dorms replaced? Because, our 

friends have many who do not their job gang. 

S2: I agree with you, especially if you ask miss Darna approval first?

S3: Yes di’, because miss Darna always agree with our idea ji.
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This conversation was taken on November 19th 2017 (1st day) at 14.28 in the 

dormitory. The conversation was told by the speaker, that the speaker give the 

offering about the suggestion to the hearer.

Extract 51: Talking about the teacher

S1: Weh, mom Baridah is come mi!

S2: Are you sure? Wait me pae.

S3: Wait a minute weh, do you want to help me nah?

S2: Duh, sorry I cannot, because I have to hurry, my teacher is come. 

This conversation was taken on November 22nd 2017 (4th day) at 20.19 in the 

hall. The conversation was spoken by the speaker when the speaker offering 

something to the hearer about ask for help.

Extract 52: Talking about the veil

S1: Does anyone want to lend me a veil red tonight?

S2: Please borrow my veil, because tonight I will not wear that color, but

please help me bring my groceries nah?

S1: Okay, thanks before nah.

This conversation was taken on November 22nd 2017 (4th day) at 14.00 in the 

cooperation. The conversation was spoken by the speaker when she wants offer the 

veil to the hearer.

2) Negative Politeness Strategy by Students in Daily Conversation

  In this section, the researcher arranged the data based on 10 strategy of 

negative politeness, as followed: 
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a) St-1

Extract 53: Talking about mom Ati’s work

S1: Sister, yesterday mom Ati looking for you to help her with the college

assignment.

S2: Oh yes sister, wait a moment, tell to her after Dzuhur prayer I will go to

her room.

S1: Yes sister.

This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 14.09 in the 

cafetaria. The conversation was told by the speaker about the college work from the 

builder of dorm, which means the speaker using a conventionally indirect to the 

hearer. 

b) St-2

Extract 54: Talking about the slipper

S1: (After this, all of you go to class to study)

S2: Sister,sister, actually that is my slippers and it is yours.

S3: Oh sorry sister, I could not pay attention, because I must hurry.

S2: Oh yes, no problem ji.

This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 16.02 in the 

cafetaria. The conversation was told by the speaker about the slipper was exchange 

with the senior, moreover the speaker using a hedge sentences to the hearer.

Extract 55: Talking about ask for help
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S1: Sister, I want go to cooperation. If there is a junior looking for me, please

tell to her if I go for a while nah.

S2: But, I was want to sleep weh. Ask someone else to help you.

S1: Ohdeeh, okay, sorry nah to disturbing your rest sister. I will ask for help

to Nuris pae.

S2: Okay, sorry too nah.

This conversation was taken on November 23rd 2017 (5th day) at 13.12 in the

dormitory. The conversation was told by the speaker to ask for help with the hearer,

which means the speaker using a hedge sentences to the hearer.

Extract 56: Talking about the vocabullary

S1: Sister, sorry, actually yesterday I have not memorized the vocab.

S2: Why can? Okay, tonight you have to start it and you have to smoothly

memorize nah!

S1: Yes sister, sorry.

This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 19.27 in the

corridor. The conversation was told by the speaker about the vocabulary has

memorized by the students, which means the speaker using a hedge to the hearer.

c) St-3

Extract 57: Talking about the print book

S1: Citra, can I borrow your sociology print book?

S2: Wihh, I forgot at home sister (panic)

S1: Okay, thanks. So tonight you want to study with whom?
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S3: Edd, if not me, maybe she studied with Nuris ji.

S2: (laugh) I’am sure, tomorrow my father will came back to bring my book ji.

S1: Tawwana, so lets go to Mufradat.

This conversation was taken on November 23rd 2017 (5th day) at 19.09 in the 

dormitory. The conversation was utter by the speaker about the pessimistic of the 

studied help to the hearer.

Extract 58: Talking about the homework

S1: Edd, the task this time from mom Daula very much, I am not sure can 

finish it tonight.

S2: Luckily, I have been working in it since yesterday, Alhamdulilah.

S3: Tawwana, I have not yet finishing too.

S1: Atul, help me first weh, if you help me do my homework, I will help you to 

ask sister Fika to give her photos.

S2: Okay, are you sure?

S1: Yes (laugh).

This conversation was taken on November 19th 2017 (1st day) at 18.39 in the 

corridor. The conversation was told by the speaker about the pessimistic the task from 

the teacher to the hearer.

Extract 59: Talking about the examination

S1: Ina, have you studied for exam today?

S2: Yes, but there are some materials that I have not memorize, I am afraid

my exam will be bad gang.
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S3: Weh, you have learned, so you dont be afraid, keep it optimis. Why you

still afraid deh?

S2: Yes, okay, I’m fine.

This conversation was taken on November 21st 2017 (3rd day) at 20.22 in the

bedroom. The conversation was spoken by the speaker about the examination will be

failed from the student to the hearer, which means the speaker using the pessimistic

sentencess to the hearer.

Extract 60: Talking about the rules

S1: I’am not sure weh, because this rule will not be follow with our friends.

S2: Yes, because every rule made, our friends not all can accept it.

S3: But if we do step by step, I am sure we will be able to follow indirectly.

S2: Yes di’, okay I am agree with it.

This conversation was taken on November 21st 2017 (3rd day) at 13.01 in the

mosque of boarding school. The conversation was spoken by the speaker about the

rules uncertain accpet to the hearers.

Extract 61: Talking about the competition

S1: Fyi (for you information), tomorrow is table tennis contest mi.

S2: Oh yeah? Usually, the expert field is Thisa weh.

S3: But since the last years porseni, Thisa was not actively play it.

S1: Thisa come on, tomorrow you have to come, so we have class

representation as well.

S4: Edd, InsyaaAllah, if I not lazy, I would come (laugh).
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This conversation was taken on November 22nd 2017 (4th day) at 13.30 in the

kitchen. The conversation was told by the speaker about the expert of the

competition, which means the speaker using a pessimistic sentences to the hearer.

d) St-4

Extract 62: Talking about the builder of dorm

S1: Sister, yesterday mom Ati looking for you to help her with the college

assignment.

S2: Oh yes sister, wait a moment, tell to her after Dzuhur prayer I will go to

her room.

S1: Yes sister.

This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 14.09 in the

cafetaria. The conversation was told by the speaker about the task by builder of dorm,

that the speaker means minimizing the size of imposition to the hearer.

Extract 63: Talking about ask for help among students

S1: Sister, I want go to cooperation. If there is a junior looking for me, please

tell to her if I go for a while nah.

S2: But, I was want to sleep weh. Ask someone else to help you.

S1: Ohdeeh, okay, sorry nah to disturbing your rest sister. I will as for help to

Nuris pae.

S2: Okay, sorry too nah.
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This conversation was taken on November 23rd 2017 (5th day) at 13.12 in the

dormitory. The conversation was told by the speaker about ask for help to the hearer,

but the hearer cannot accept the situation.

Extract 64: Talking about the visitor

S1: Sister, today I cannot come the mufradat, because my visitors are waiting

in dorm. Please, tell to sister about my permission.

S2: Oh yes, I will tell to her.

S1: Okay, thanks a lot.

This conversation was taken on November 21st 2017 (3rd day) at 19.03 in the

mosque of boarding school. The conversation was told by the speaker about the

permission the students to the senior, because she come not in Mufradat, so the

speaker use a minimizing the size of imposition to the hearer.

e) St-5

Extract 65: Talking about telephone

S1: (a shout) Did anyone want to call nah? Hurry up, because mam Ati will

come out.

S2: I want.

S3: Sister, you call your mother first, because I forgot my father’s number.

S2: Okay mi, thanks.

This conversation was taken on November 19th 2017 (1st day) at 16.06 in the

corridor. The conversation was told by the speaker about junior inviting the senior to

use the telephone first, which means the speaker giving difference to the hearer.
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Extract 66: Talking about the plates

S1: Please, you first wash the plate sister.

S2: Okay, thanks nah sister.

This conversation was taken on November 21st 2017 (3rd day) at 17.10 in the

kitchen. The conversation was told by the speaker to the senior when she wants to

washing the plate, which means the speaker giving differences sentences to the other

hearer.

f) St-6

Extract 67: Talking about an accidental encounter

S1: OMG (oh my God), why are you here sister? When I want to go to your 

dormitory.

S2: Yes sister, I dont want to trouble you.

S1: This is your book sister, sorry for late return it nah.

This conversation was taken on November 23rd 2017 (5th day) at 16.33 in the 

cafetaria. The conversation was spoken by the speaker about the senior late return the 

book of junior, which means the speaker using the sentences apologizing about the 

problem to the hearer.

Extract 68: Talking about the slipper

S1: (After this, all of you go to class to study)

S2: Sister,sister, actually that is my slippers and it is yours.

S3: Oh sorry sister, I could not pay attention, because I must hurry.

S2: Oh yes, no problem ji.
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This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 16.02 in the

cafetaria. The conversation was told by the speaker about the slipper was exchange

by the students, so the speaker saying the apologizing sentences to the hearer, because

the problem.

Extract 69: Talking about entrust something

S1: Sister, sister, come here please!

S2: Yes sister? What happen?

S3: I want to entrust coca cola in cooperation, can I?

S2: Yes sister, but sorry, coca cola was empty in kope’ (cooperation).

S3: Oh okay, thanks pae.

This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 14.26 in front

off dormitory. The conversation was spoken by the speaker about the coca-cola was

empty, so the speaker say apologizing to the hearer, because that stuff was empty in

the market.

Extract 70: Talking about the vocabulary

S1: Sister, sorry, actually yesterday I have not memorized the vocab.

S2: Why can? Okay, tonight you have to start it and you have to smoothly

memorize nah!

S1: Yes sister, sorry.

This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 19.27 in the

classroom when Mufradath is going. The conversation was told by the speaker about
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recognition of wrong the junior to the senior, so the speaker say the apologizing

sentences to the hearer.

g) St-7

Extract 71: Talking about gifts to senior

S1: Weh, hurry up to give it to her.

S2: Yes, because I was so very hungry eh!

S3: Sister, this chocolate for you, you must eat it!

S4: Thanks you sister, after I was in the dorm, I would eat it.

This conversation taken on November 19th 2017 (1st day) at 16.33 in the hall of 

boarding school. The conversation was told by the speaker about the situation of 

impersonalizing speaker to the hearer, without pronouns ‘I’ and ‘You’.

Extract 72: Talking about the visitors

S1: Yess, finally my mother is come weh.

S2: Ca’, can I join?

S1: Do you want to accompany me to meet my family?

S2: Yes, because I want to contact my mother on your mother’s phone.

S1: Oh, okay hurry up.

This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 16.05 in the

hall of boarding school. The conversation was told by the speaker about  the visitor’s

by the speaker is come, then the hearer wants to follow the speaker, so that the

speaker used sentences without pronouns ‘I’ and ‘You’.

Extract 73: Talking about Ika
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S1: How is this, Ika not yet able to meet sistes Sulis.

S2: How about if you say to sister Sulis if Ika sicking, so cannot meet with her.

S3: I agree with your idea Rachel.

S1: Okay, I will do it, wait here for a while.

This conversation was taken on November 20th 2017 (2nd day) at 15.15 in the

room information. The conversation was told by the speaker about the problem of

permission by the students, so the speaker can accept the suggest from the hearer,

without using pronouns ‘I’ and ‘You’.

Extract 74: Talking about the punishment

S1: I will go to the 2nd dormitory to ask the sister about my punishment, so as

not to be too difficult.

S2: Really? You are very brave weh (laugh)

S1: Yes, because I have been getting harsh punishment gang.

S2: (laugh) okay, fighting! Go away!

This conversation was taken on November 22nd 2017 (4th day) at 16.07 in the

corridor. The conversation was told by the speaker about the punishment from the

senior, so the speaker wants to confirm to cancel the punishment, moreover the

speaker use the sentences without pronouns ‘I’ and ‘You’.

h) St-8

Extract 75: Talking about the punishment

S1: I will go to the 2nd dormitory to ask the sister about my punishment, so

as not to be too difficult.
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S2: Really? You are very brave weh (laugh)

S1: Yes, because I have been getting harsh punishment gang.

S2: (laugh) okay, fighting! Go away!

This conversation was taken on November 22nd 2017 (4th day) at 16.07 in the

corridor of dorm. The conversation was spoken by the speaker about the punishment,

so the speaker used a statement with FTA (face threatening act).

Extract 76: Talking about the vocabulary

S1: Sister, these some vocab that you should know very well for tomorrow.

S2: Sister, very rarely does sister give us little vocab, like this right?

S3: Yes, usually every night we get more vocabulary to memorize the next

meeting toh.

S2: Yes right.

This conversation was taken on November 23rd 2017 (5th day) at 19.24 in the

classroom (Mufradath time). The conversation was told by the speaker about the

statement of FTA (face threatening act) to the hearer.

i) St-9

Extract 77: Talking about Ipa’s glass

S1: What happened weh?

S2: I broke the glass.

S3: How could this happen OMG (oh my God), surely she will be angry weh.

S4: Weh, that is my glass! (surprised)

S2: I dont know why this can happen, forgive me ipah. Sorry, sorry.  
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S4: Allright, no problem. Clean it up and dont do it again gang.

S2: Yes, I’am sorry nah weh.

This conversation was taken on November 22nd 2017 (4th day) at 16.39 in the

bedroom. The conversation was spoken by the speaker about the glass from the

speaker was broken, so the speaker statement is nominalizing the state to the hearer.

Extract 78: Talking about the vocabulary

S1: Sister, these some vocab that you should know very well for tomorrow.

S2: Sister, very rarely does sister give us little vocab, like this right?

S3: Yes, usually every night we get more vocabulary to memorize the next

meeting toh.

S2: Yes right.

This conversation was taken on November 23rd 2017 (5th day) at 19.24 in the

classroom. The conversation was told by the speaker about the vocabulary, that the

speaker’s statement is a nominalizing the state to the hearer.

Extract 79: Talking about the competition

S1: Fyi (for you information), tomorrow is table tennis contest mi.

S2: Oh yeah? Usually, the expert field is Thisa weh.

S3: But since the last years porseni, Thisa was not actively play it.

S1: Thisa come on, tomorrow you have to come, so we have class

representation as well.

S4: Edd, InsyaaAllah, if I not lazy, I would come (laugh)
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This conversation was taken on November 22nd 2017 (4th day) at 13.30 in the

kitchen. The conversation was spoken by the speaker about the competition, so the

speaker statement is nominalizing the state to the hearer.

j) St-10

Extract 80: Talking about the gifts

S1: Sister, this is gift to you, take it!

S2: OMG (oh my God), when my birhday is pas a few days sister.

S1: (laugh) Dont be seen from the price nah, because this item is only

purchased from the cooperation ji.

S2: Deh, no problem sister, thanks a lot.

This conversation was taken on November 19th 2017 (1st day) at 20.25 in the

room information. The conversation was spoken by the speaker about gift to the

hearer, so the speaker statement is not indebting to the hearer.

B. DISCUSSION

In this section, the researcher explained the data obtained that had been gotten

from the findings above about politeness from Brown and Levinson’s theory

(1987:313). There are two results of data obtained: strategies of politeness used by

students and the most strategies of politeness used by students in daily conversation

in Ummul Mukminin boarding school Makassar.   

1) The used of politeness strategies by the students in daily conversation
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According to Brown and Levinson (1987:313) politeness is concerned about the

face, both the speaker’s face and the hearer’s face. Means by caring on the face of the

speaker and hearer is not to elimate the relationship gap between the speakers. In this

theory of Brown and Levinson (1987:313) say that there are 4 politeness strategies as

a supporter of relationship between speakers that are, positive politeness, negative

politeness, bald on record and off record.

In this research, from 4 strategies proposed by Brown and Levinson (1987),

there are 2 strategies (positive and negative politeness)  that become observational

research. Besides, the others strategies (bald on record and off record) have quite

difficult criteria to find in this research object, because they are the dominant

politeness strategies that arises in certain environment and the closest level of

relationship between speakers. Therefore, this research only focused on 2 strategies

that are positive and negative politeness.

Furthermore, in this research there are 45 conversations found in polite

expressions that students used based on 2 strategies (positive and negative politeness)

that become research scope. Which where, the conversation consists of 52 as positive

politeness data and 28 data as negative politeness, so totally data analyzed is 80 data

polite expression.

The results of this research, very different from the previous studies as

presented at the beginning of chapter two, namely Ningsih (2012), she analyzed about

politeness strategies in the Harry Potter in J.K Rownlimg’s novel “Harry Potter and

Sorcerer’s stone”. In her research, she found 90 data obtained based on 4 strategies:
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positive politeness, negative politeness, bald on record and off record (Brown and

Levinson, 1987:313). She argues that, positive politeness strategy is used by Harry on

the people around him in order to satisfy their positive face, negative politeness used

by Harry as he wants to satisfy the hearer negative face, bald on record used by Harry

on the situation of urgency and the last off record is used by Harry, because he wants

to be indirect and gives the hearer clues.

Then, the other previous findings, Arini (2016) she anlyzed the different terms

of politeness used by Banjarese in daily life. In her research, she found 3 level of

politeness based on Anna’s theory about politeness (2008:2) that are, the most polite,

impolite and most impolite. She argued that 3 levels of politeness consists of

politeness terms such as, most polite: ulun and pian, impolite: ikam and aku, and most

impolite: nyawa and unda.

2) The most strategies of politeness used by students in daily conversation

In this research, the data found based on politeness strategies, positive and

negative politeness, the researcher argues that the most dominant strategies appear to

be used by students in daily life. That the data is based on the most intimate level of

relationship, when their wants to convey information and getting mutual benefits

between speakers. Positive politeness strategies as presented based on 15 strategies

that were, notice attend to H (his interest,wants,needs,goods), Exaggerate (interest, 

approval, sympathy with H), intensify interest to H, use in group identity markers, 

seek agreement, avoid agreement, presuppose/raise/assert/common ground, joke, 

assert or presuppose S’s knowledge of and concern for H’s wants, offer promise, be 
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optimistic, included both S and H in the activity, give (or ask for) reasons, assume or 

assert reciprocity, and give gifts to H (goods, sympathy, understanding, cooperation). 

Furthermore, the polite expression used by students is not based on the level of 

politeness as Anna in Arini (2016) suggests, that there were several levels of 

politeness, that are most polite, impolite and most impolite. Then, the negative 

politeness as presented based on 10 strategies, that were be direct/conventionally 

indirect, question/hedge, be pessimistic, minimize the size of imposition on H, give 

difference, apologize, impersonalize S and H: avoid pronouns ‘I’ and ‘You’, state the 

FTA as a general rule, nominals, and go on record as incurring a debt or as not 

indebting H. Polite expression derived from negative politeness strategy, inferred 

from the gap of relationship between students when communicating.

In this research, the researcher argued that the data found concern with the 

certain situations in some places are most often found in the activities of inter-student 

conversation that were, in the cafetaria, in bed room, in dormitory, in corridor, in 

classroom, in the hall, in the mosque, in the kitchen, in cooperation and in

information room. Moreover, from all of the explanation above, the researcher stated 

that is positive politeness as the most strategies of polite expression used by students 

in daily conversation, because all of their more dominant communicated when they 

wants to convey something to getting mutual benefits. Then, this research also 

suggests that positive politeness become very influenced in every way the students 

talked, becaused the bigges influence from the hearer judging to ethiscs of speak the 

students based on in used the polite language. 
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter presents the conclusion of the study and the suggestion of the 

researcher would like to give. This chapter is divided into two sections. They are 

conclusions and suggestions. The detail of each section will be presented below.

A. CONCLUSION

After analyzing the data, the researcher answered two research questions

concerning the used strategies of politeness by students and the most strategies of 

politeness using the students at boarding school of Ummul Mukminin Makassar in 

daily conversation. Related to the strategies of politeness, they are bald on record, 

off record, positive politeness and negative politeness. In this research, the 

researcher only took the data based on two strategies most commonly use when 

communicating in daily life, that are positive politeness and negative politeness.

The conclusions of the two questions that have been resolved are:

1. The researcher concluded that the positive politeness and negative 

politeness are basically general and used in every speaker or hearer, as the 

researcher has concluded that students are more dominant using, because that 

strategy has benefit the students can use when their want to become more intimate 

speaker and hearer.

2. Furthermore, from the 45 data obtained from the researcher, she concludes 

that the most types of strategies politeness used by students in daily conversation,

that is strategy which can give benefits between students when communicating is 
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a close relationship of intimacy, can be seen indirectly from the use of formal or 

non formal language used while daily communicating.

It can be conluded that the most strategies used by students in daily 

conversation at boarding school of Ummul Mukminin is positive politeness

strategy, because the students are more dominant to have conversations, when 

they wants to convey something that allows mutual benefit between speaker and 

hearer. In this case, politeness is a judgement in the form of the hearing language 

of the hearer to speaker who can indirectly be inferred as a people’s attitude

personally when communicating.

B. SUGGESTION

In this section, the researcher make it the suggestions directed to the reader, 

lectures, departments, students and further researchers. 

In using the language while communicating, the speaker should not only 

pay attention to whom he or she communicates, but the speaker should attention 

to all aspects of politeness that must be considered when communicating, that are 

place, the topic of discussion and the language pattern used should be related the 

level of interest of the hearer when communicating in daily life.

Moreover, the researchers hopes that this research can motivate further 

researchers who are interested in the language of communication, especially polite 

expression in daily life. The topic of this politeness, can also provided a positive 

impact for the researcher, especially when communicating with a particular 

person, she are able to correct the language that is often used better based on data 

processed and discussed based on accurated theory.
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NO Student’s Name Conversation Kinds of Politeness 
Strategy

Strategy of 
Politeness

Positive Negative

1. NRM (S1)

ANWF (S2)

ADK (S3)

ADF (S4)

Student 1: Who wants to
go eat nah?

Student 2: I want, but
before going to eat, I
want to stop in the
canteen first.

Student 3: Me too, I want
to buy ompreng.

Student 4:  Do you want
to buy ompreng too kah?

Students 3: Yes gang,
because I lost my ompreng
yesterday.

Include both S and 
H in activity 
(Extract 30)

Intensify interest to 
H (Extract 6)

Give gifts to H 
(goods, sympathy 
and cooperation) 
(Extract 40)













2. NM (S1)

AS (S2)

AA (S3)

Student 1: I hear from
your roomate, tomorrow
you will be out dorm
again, right?

Student 2: Yes, tomorrow
I will go to UIN for
OLDAK competition.

Student 3: Tawwana,
again? Fighting weh, you
can do it sister!

Notice, attend to H
(his interest, need 
and want) 
(Extract2)

 

  3. AN (S1) Student 1: Edd, the task Question, hedge  



AH (S2)

AFH (S3)

this time from mom Daula
very much, I am not sure
can finish it tonight.

Student 2: Luckily, I have
been working it since
yesterday, Alhamdulillah.

Student 3: Tawwana, I
have not yet finishing too.

Student 1: Atul, help me
first weh, if you help me
do my homework, I will
help you to ask sister
Fika to give her photos.

Student 2: Okay, are you
sure?

Student 1: Yes (laugh).

(Extract 58)
Assume or assert 
reciprocity (Extract 
41)

 

4. AGP (S1)

AIU (S2)

AM (S3)

DM (S4)

Student 1: Your
memorization has arrived
where?

Student 2: Already to
Surah At-Tin sister.

Student 3: Please
memorize first sister.

Student 2: (Surah At-Tin)

Student 4: What if
tomorrow your repeat it?
Because, today has not
been smooth and there are
many wrong Tajwid.

Student 2: Oh yes sister,
thank you.

Student 3: Who is the

Seek Agreement
(Extract 17)
Seek Agreement 
(Extract 18)









next?

5. AA (S1)

DM (S2)

Student 1: Yes, finally my
mother is come weh.

Student 2: Ca’, can I join?

Student 1: Do you want to
accompany me to meet my
family?

Student 2: Yes, because I
want to contact my
mother on your mother’s
phone.

Student 1: Oh, okay hurry
up.

Assume or assert 
reciprocity 
(Extract 42)
Impresonalize S
and H: avoid 
pronouns ‘I’ and 
‘You’ (Extract 72)







6. SFA (S1)

NAR (S2)

Student 1: Do you think,
which veil is good for
tonight?

Student 2: What is we
exchange? Because, I dont
have that colors.

Student 1: I agree, come
on mi, it is a good idea.

Offer, promise
(Extract 49)
Seek Agreement 
(Extract 16)







7. SFS (S1)

RT (S2)

Student 1: Does anyone
wan to lend me a veil red
tonight?

Student 2: Please borrow
my veil, because tonight I
will not wear that color,
but please help me to
bring my groceries nah?

Student1: Okay, thanks
before nah.

Offer, promise 
(Extract 52)
Assume or assert 
reciprocity 
(Extract 43)









8. NSI (S1)

NH (S2)

Student 1: Excuse me
sister, that is my stuff hm.

Student 2: Oh yeah, please
take it. By the way,
tomorrow is chess
competition , convey to
your friends, to get ready
after Dzuhur, so dont late
with others.

Student 1: Oh yeah sister,
I will deliver it.

Avoid 
Disagreement
(Extract 22)

 

9. N (S1)

SFS (S2)

Student 1: Oh my God,
why are you here sister?
When I want to go to
your dormitory.

Student 2: Yes sister, I
dont want to trouble you.

Student 1: This is your
book sister, sorry for late
return it nah.

Assert or 
pressupose S’s 
knowledge of and 
concen for H’s 
wants (Extract 44)
Assert or 
pressupose S’s 
knowledge of and 
concen for H’s 
wants (Extract 46)
Apologize (Extract 
67)









10. RF (S1)

UK (S2)

WA (S3)

Student 1: How is this, Ika
not yet able to meet sister
Sulis.

Student 2: How about if
you say to sister Sulis if
Ika sicking, so cannot
meet with her.

Student 2: I agree with
your idea Rachel.

Student 1: Okay, I will do
it, wait here for a while.

Exaggerate 
(interest, approval, 
sympathy wih H) 
(Extract 5)
Seek Agreement 
(Extract 19)
Impersonalize S
and H: avoid 
pronouns ‘I’ and 
‘You’ (Extract 74)











11. WDJ (S1)

N (S2)

Student 1: Sister, where is
my in here?

Student 2: Hah? There is
not kah? In fact, I keep it
in your bed gang.

Student 1: Just kidding,
there is ji (laugh).

Joke (Extract 24)  

12. MS (S1)

SMR (S2)

NIH (S3)

UQ (S4)

AA (S5)

Student 1: How did
memorization in your class
last night?

Student 2: Dissapointing,
as many still have not
memorized the text of
speech.

Student 3: In my class also
like that, but there is one
student who memrize
almost perfect.

Student 4: (laugh) If I, last
night there were three
students who could be
punished around the whole
class.

Student 5: And as you
know, Ciko the cocern is
the fans of Jihan.

Student 3: Weh, we better
talk about it again in the
dorm after Maghrib,
okay?

Student 2: Okay pae.

Avoid 
Disagreement
(Extract 21)

 

13. Hj.MJ (S1) Student 1: Weh, where do
you from? That is your

Exaggerate 
(interest, approval, 









KU (S2)

ST (S3)

father?

Student 2: Yes, that is my
father.

Student 3: I see, the way
your father dressed and
my dad are almost the
same.

Student 2: (Laugh) Yes,
the way he dressed like
that makes him look
younger weh.

sympathy wit H)
(Extract 8)
Presuppose/raise/co
mmon ground 
(Extract 23)

14. FRA (S1)

MM (S2)

F (S3)

Student 1: What if the
picket schedule clears the
dorms replaced? Because,
our friends have many
who do not their job gang.

Student 2: I agree with
you, especially if you ask
miss Darna approval
first?

Student 3: Yes di’,
because miss Darna
always agrre with our idea
ji.

Offer, promise 
(Extract 50)

Exaggerate (interest, 
approval, sympathy 
with H) (Extract 3)







15. PQM (S1)

NM (S2)

ND (S3)

AN(S4)

Student 1: Where is your
socks sister?

Student 2: Sorry sister, my
socks have not dried,
because the rain last
night.

Student 3: Oh my god, you
can buy ji again in the
cooperation sister.

Student 4: Sister,

Give (or ask) 
reason (Extract 33)
Intensify interest to 
H (Extract 11)









tomorrow you have to
attend the Mahkamah,
for this mistake.

16. AR (S1)

AA (S2)

Student 1: And I just
wanted to buy it too weh.

Student 2: Then, How else
I have to bought it?

Student 1: No problemji, I
will change your money in
the dorm.

Assert or 
presuppose S’s 
knowledge of and 
concern for H’s 
wants (Extract 45)

 

17. ADK (S1)

RI (S2)

AA (S3)

NA (S4)

Student 1: Weh, the
division the Muhadharah
group already up in
classroom.

Student 2: Sister, we are
the same group again
(laugh).

Student 3: Really? Deh
I’am happy.

Student 4: Weh, I think
both of you are often in the
same group toh?

Use solidarity in-
group identity 
markers (Extract 
13)
Exaggerate 
(interest, approval, 
sympathy with H) 
(Extract 7)







18. SAS (S1)

RDL (S2)

NRA (S3)

Student 1: (Submitted, to
all students who wants to
follow basketball ekskul
to immediately report to
the secretariat of IPM
now!)

Student 2: Do you want to
join nah?

Student 3: Come on deh.

Offer, promise
(Extract 48)

 

19. KU (S1) Student 1: Where is my
slipper weh pit?

Exaggerate
(Extract 4)
Give reasons









NUA (S2)

RAY (S3)

Student 2: Where did you
keep it?

Student 3: Deh, it is new
tawwa.

Student 1: There is mi.

Student 2: Wets, your
slipper is cool weh.

Student 1: Thank you, but
I have to pay gang, to get
a nice carving.

(Extract 35)

20. ANF (S1)

ADF (S2)

RF (S3)

Student 1: The writing part
of tomorrow has started!

Student 2: Deh, the theme
of the poem still the same
theme kah?

Student 1: It seems so.

Student 3: Because we are
classmates, so we must
be compact and be the
winner weh.

Student 1: Yes, because I
see the other classes
prepare well gang.

Exaggerate
(Extract 9)
Use solidarity in 
group
(Extract 14)







21. SS (S1)

NM (S2)

NAS (S3)

Student 1: Edd, you are so
long time deh.

Student 2: If you longtime,
we will leave you alone
nah.

Student 3: Ih no! Wait,
stay a while gang.

Joke 
(Extract 25)  



Student 2: Hurry up pae
(laugh).

22. MA (S1)

Z (S2)

NAH (S3)

Student 1: You also use
the soap? I also use it.

Student 2: Yes I used it,
because it fits with my
skin.

Student 3: If your skin is
dry, it must fits.

Exaggerate
(Extract 10)
Use solidarity in 
group
(Extract 15)







23. AYM (S1)

NP (S2)

FRP (S3)

Student 1: Weh
Alhamdulillah, tomorrow I
will go to the math
competent.

Student 2: Tawwana, can I
put fried rice in Ratu Sari
(laugh).

Student1: InsyaaAllah.

Student 3: Are you ready
for tomorrow nah?

Student 1: Yes,
InsyaaAllah I will be the
winner!

Be optimistic
(Extract 27)  

24. RH (S1)

CFA (S2)

JF (S3)

Student 1: Citra, can I
borrow your sociology
print book?

Student 2: Wihh, I forgot
at home sister (panic)

Student 1: Ok thanks, so
tonight you want to study
with whom?

Student 3: Edd, if not me,

Avoid disagreement
(Extract 26)
Be pessimistic
(Extract 27)









maybe she studied with
Nuris ji.

Student 2: (laugh) I’am
sure, tomorrow my father
will come back to bring
my book ji.

Student 1: Tawwana, so
lets go to Mufradath.

25. FRA (S1)

AF (S2)

ABR (S3)

Student 1: Weh, yesterday
sister Dita gave me a
smile.

Student 2: Really? I dont
believe (laugh).

Student 3: Ky, do you
really admire sister Dita
kah?

Student 1: Yes, sure I’am.
Morever, she is very
beautiful and very kind to
everyone tawwa.

Notice, attend to H
(Extract 1)  

26. AA (S1)

U (S2)

M (S3)

Student 1: Weh, what is
the food tonight?

Student 2: Hm, today is
21, so the food is
meetballs.

Student 1: Who wants
mine and exchange them
with egg?

Student 3: I’am, because I
dont like white eggs.

Give reasons
(Extract 34)
Offer, promise
(Extract 47)







27. MZ (S1)

NAS (S2)

Student 1: Who has
memorized the vocab
yesterday?

Intensify interest to 
H
(Extract 12)

 



NR (S3) Student 2: Who want to
memorize in here nah!

Student 3: Me sister.

Student 2: Please, start it!

Student 3: Glass (kaca),
clock (jam), car (mobil),
motorcycle (motor), rok
(tshirt).

Student 2: Tshirt (baju)
and (rok) is skirt. Ok done!

Student 1: I will check
back tomorrow nah!

Student 3: Yes sister.

28. DM (S1)

CRW (S2)

SFS (S3)

Student 1: (Calling to our
sister , Siti Febrianti
Saputri, from the second
class, please meet your
family in room
information now. Thanks!)

Student 2: Weh putri, your
family! Because you will
come out, I want to entrust
something in the
coopreation nah.

Student 3: Edd, Yes. Hurry
up! Because, I dont want
my mother to wait long
time.   

Give reasons
(Extract 31)  

29. AHM (S1)

MML (S2)

M (S3)

Student 1: Weh, mom
Baridah is come mi!

Student 2: Are you sure?
Wait mi pae.

Give reasons
(Extract 32)
Offer, promise
(Extract 51)









Student 3: Wait a minute
weh, do you want to help
me nah?

Student 2: Duh, sorry I
cannot, because I have to
hurry, my teacher is
come.

30. UP (S1)

IA (S2)

NH (S3)

NF (S4)

Student 1: Weh hurry up
to give it to her.

Student 2: Yes, because I
was so very hungry eh!

Student 3: Sister, this
chocolate for you, you
must eat it.

Student 4: Thank you
sister, after I was in the
dorm, I woul eat it.

Give gifts to H
(Extract 39)
Avoid pronouns I 
and you
(Extract 71)







31. NS (S1)

AA (S2)

Student 1: Sister,
yesterday mom ati
looking for you.

Student 2: Oh yes sister,
wait a moment, tell to her
after Dzuhur prayer I will
go to her room.

Student 1: Yes sister.

Be direct/ 
conventionally 
direct
(Extract 53)
Minimize the size 
on H
(Extract 62)







32. DM (S1)

NAPN (S2)

AAAS (S3)

Student 1: (After  this, all
of you go to class to
Mufradath).

Student 2: Sister, sister,
actually that is my
slippers and it is yours.

Question/hedge
(Extract 54)
Apologize
(Extract 68)









Student 3: Oh sorry
sister, I could not pay
attention, because I must
hurry.

Student 2: Oh yes, no
problemji.

33. RF (S1)

NH (S2)

UH (S3)

NAR (S4)

Student 1: What happened
weh?

Student 2: I broke the
glass.

Student 3: How could this
happen oh my god, surely
she will be angry weh.

Student 4: Weh, that is
my glass! (surprised)

Student 2: I dont know
why this can happen,
forgive me Ipah. Sorry,
sorry.

Student 4: Allright, no
problem. Clean it up and
dont do it again gang.

Student 2: Yes, I’m sorry
nah weh.

Nominals
(Extract 77)  

34. SAB (S1)

M (S2)

SFA (S3)

Student 1: Ina, have you
studied for exam today?

Student 2: Yes, but there
are some materials that I
have not memorize, I am
afraid my exam will be
bad gang.

Student 3: Weh, you have

Be optimistic
(Extract 28)
Be pessimistic
(Extract 34)









to learnes, so you do not
be afraid , keep it
optimistic. Why you still
afraid deh?

Student 2: Yes, ok I’m
fine.

35. NSI (S1)

N (S2)

Student 1: Sister, I want go
to cooperation. If there a
junior looking for me,
please tell to her if I go
for a while nah.

Student 2: But, I was want
to sleep weh. Ask
someone else to help you.

Student 1: Ohdeeh ok,
sorry nah to disturbing
your rest sister. I will as
for help to Nuris pae.

Student 2: Ok, sorry too
nah.

Question, hedge
(Extract 55)
Minimize the size 
on H
(Extract 63)

36. WA (S1)

M (S2)

MD (S3)

Student 1: Sister, sister,
come here please!

Student 2: Yes sister?What
happen?

Student 3: I want to
entrust coca cola in
cooperation, can I?

Student 2: Yes siter, but
sorry, coca cola was
empty in kope’
(cooperation).

Student 3: Oh ok, thanks
pae.

Seek agreement
(Extract 20)
Apologize
(Extract 69)









37. UP (S1)

SIP (S2)

NS (S3)

Student 1: Did anyone
want to call nah? Hurry
up, because mam Ati will
come out.

Student 2: I want.

Student 3: Sister, you call
your mother first deh,
because I forgot my
father’s number.

Student 2: Ok mi, thanks.

Give reasons 
(Extract 36)
Give difference
(Extract 65)







38. ARJ (S1)

NM (S2)

Student 1: I will go the
second dormitory to ask
the sister about my
punishment, so as not to
be to difficult.

Student 2: Really? You are
very brave weh.

Student 1: Yes, because I
have been getting harsh
punishment gang.

Student 2: (laugh) Ok,
fighting! Go away!

Avoid pronouns I 
and you 
(Extract 74)
State the FTA as a 
general rute
(Extract 75)







39. DFA (S1)

UP (S1)

AMJ (S3)

Student 1: Sister, these
some vocab that you
should know very well
for tomorrow.

Student 2: Sister, very
rarely does sister give us
little vocab like this, right?

Student 3: Yes, usually
every night we get more
vocabulary to memorize
the nex meeting toh.

State the FTA as a 
general rule
(Extract 76)
Nominals
(Extract 78)









Student 2: Yes right.

40. AY (S1)

NPA (S2)

Student 1: Sister, sorry
actually yesterday I have
not memorized the
vocab.

Student 2: Why can? Ok
tonight, you have to start
it and you have to
smoothly memorize nah!

Student 1: Yes sister,
sorry.

Question, hedge 
(Extract 56)
Apologize
(Extract 70)







41. FASA (S1)

RT (S2)

UK (S3)

Student 1: I am not sure
weh, because this rule not
be follow with our friends.

Student 2: Yes, because
every rule made, our
friends not all can accept
it.

Student 3: But if we do
step by step, I’m sure we
will be able to follow
indirectly.

Student 2: Yes di’, ok I am
agree with it.

Be optimize 
(Extract 29)
Give reasons
(Extract 37)
Be pessimistic
(Extract 60)










42. AAH (S1)

NRA (S2)

Student 1: Sister, today I
cannot come the Mufradat,
because my visitors is
waiting in the dorm.
Please, tell to sister about
my permission.

Student 2: Oh yes, I will
tell to her.

Minimize the size 
on H
(Extract 64)

 



Student 1: Ok, thanks a
lot.

43. UK (S1)

Z (S2)

Student 1: Please, you
first wash the plate
sister.

Student 2: Ok, thanks nah
sister.

Give difference
(Extract 66)  

44. WLN (S1)

ANS(S2)

NH (S3)

NPA(S4)

Student 1: Fyi, tomorrow
is table tennis contest mi.

Student 2: Oh yeah?
Usually, the expert field is
Thisa weh.

Student 3: But since the
last years porseni, Thisa
was not actively play it.

Student 1: Thisa come on,
tomorrow yo have to
come, so we have class
representation as well.

Student 4: Edd,
InsyaaAllah if I not lazy, I
would come (laugh).

Be pessimistic
(Extract 61)
Nominals
(Extract 79)







45. AW (S1)

FNAH (S2)

Student 1: Sister, this is
giftto you, take it!

Student 2: OMG, when my
birthday is pass a few days
sister.

Student: (laugh) don’t be
seen from the price nah,
because this stuff is only
from the cooperation ji.

Student 2: Deh, no

Give reasons
(Extract 38)
Go on record or of 
not indebting
(Extract 80)









problemji sister, thanks a
lot.
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